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Abstract
We study so-called invariant games played with a fixed number d
of heaps of matches. A game is described by a finite list M of integer
vectors of length d specifying the legal moves. A move consists in
changing the current game-state by adding one of the vectors in M,
provided all elements of the resulting vector are nonnegative. For
instance, in a two-heap game, the vector (1, −2) would mean adding
one match to the first heap and removing two matches from the second
heap. If (1, −2) ∈ M, such a move would be permitted provided
there are at least two matches in the second heap. Two players take
turns, and a player unable to make a move loses. We show that
these games embrace computational universality, and that therefore a
number of basic questions about them are algorithmically undecidable.
In particular, we prove that there is no algorithm that takes two games
M and M0 (with the same number of heaps) as input, and determines
whether or not they are equivalent in the sense that every startingposition which is a first player win in one of the games is a first player
win in the other.
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1
1.1

Introduction
A children’s game

A type of children’s game for two players consists in placing a heap of matches
on a table and taking turns removing them according to some simple rule,
the winner being the person to make the last move. For instance, the rule
can be that one is permitted to remove one, two or three matches. Playing a
few games will lead to the insight that certain positions are advantageous in
the sense that moving to them will secure the win. In this example, moving
to a heap of four matches will secure the win in the next move. Similarly,
a player moving to a heap of eight will be able to move to four in the next
move, and in general, the P-positions are precisely the multiples of four.
If the set of numbers that one is allowed to remove from the heap is
finite, then the set of P-positions will ultimately become periodic. Therefore
any particular game of this type can be completely understood. Finding the
period may require a tedious computation, but the game cannot in principle
embrace any mysteries, see [BCG04].

1.2

Games of more than one heap

We study similar games with several heaps of matches. Each game has a
fixed number d of heaps, and a position can be regarded as a d-dimensional
vector a = (a1 , . . . , ad ) of non-negative integers. The rules of the game
are encoded by a finite set M of integer vectors that specify the permitted
moves. If (m1 , . . . , md ) ∈ M, then from position (a1 , . . . , ad ), a player can
move to position (a1 + m1 , . . . , ad + md ), provided all of the numbers a1 +
m1 , . . . , ad + md are nonnegative. These games are called invariant games
[DR10, G66, L12, LHF11], since (apart from the nonnegativity condition) the
move options given by M are independent of a. This is somehow implicit in
the idea of heaps of matches — we should not have to count the remaining
matches in order to play by the rules.
Since moves can involve adding matches to heaps, the game does not
necessarily have to terminate. We restrict our attention to games where
termination is not an issue by stipulating that for each (m1 , . . . , md ) ∈ M,
m1 +· · ·+md < 0, so that in each move the total number of matches decreases.
Each game M has a set P (M) of P-positions, and in informal terms our
question is whether from the list M of permitted moves it is possible to
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completely understand P (M).
A first observation is that for any given position a = (a1 , . . . , ad ) we can
determine recursively whether or not a is a P-position by first computing
the status of all positions with fewer matches. The position a is in P (M) iff
there is no move from a to a position in P (M). Consider for instance the
game of two heaps given by M = {(−1, −3), (−2, 1)}. The P-positions with
fewer than 25 matches in each heap are shown in red in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The P-positions of the game M = {(−1, −3), (−2, 1)}.
There are two sectors, each with its own periodic pattern of P-positions,
and clearly it would be possible to describe these patterns explicitly and
prove by induction that they will persist. Therefore it is fair to say that we
have complete understanding of the set of P-positions in this game.
For many games, the P-positions display some initial irregularities, after
which they settle into a simple pattern. However, in some cases, the Ppositions show no sign of regularity even after quite extensive computations.
Figure 2 shows a typical example with large periodic regions interrupted by
rather chaotic behavior along the borders of “conflicting” regions.
We claim that despite the apparent simplicity of the rules of these games,
it is impossible in general to fully understand the behavior of the set P (M)
of P-positions from the list M of legal moves. It seems that such a claim
requires a formal definition of “full understanding”. To support our claim,
we argue that full understanding, whatever it is, would at least imply the
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ability to recognize when two games are P-equivalent, by which we mean that
they have the same P-positions. We will prove that this is algorithmically
undecidable.
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Figure 2: Initial P-positions of the game given by M = {(0, −2), (−2, 0),
(2, −3), (−3, 2), (−5, 4), (−5, −2), (−4, −3), (−1, −4)}. Do they eventually
settle into a pattern that can be fully understood, or is this a world of ever
increasing complexity, where surprises will await us regardless of how far we
take our computations?
Theorem 1. There is no algorithm that, given as input the number d of
heaps and two finite sets M and M0 of integer vectors specifying the rules of
two d-heap games, decides whether or not P (M) = P (M0 ).
The rest of the paper is mainly devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. In
Section 2 we describe a certain class of cellular automata for which several
decision problems are known to be algorithmically unsolvable. In Section 3
we describe a class of (non-invariant) games called modular games that can
emulate the cellular automata of Section 2. Finally in Section 4 we show
4

how invariant games can emulate modular games and how this establishes
Theorem 1.
For some references: undecidability of impartial (heap) games have recently been studied in [F12, L13]. Otherwise, questions concerning game
complexity can be found in [F04, DH, DH09]. On the other hand, for problems regarding “stability” of a given set of P-positions (or Nim-function),
with respect to variations of a given heap game, we recommend [BFG98,
H12, DFNR10, La12, LW].
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Cellular automata

Cellular automata (CAs) [W02] give rise to 2-dimensional patterns similar
to that of Figure 1. For CAs it is known that some basic questions are
algorithmically undecidable. Here we consider a restricted class of CAs.
They have two states (0 and 1), and the state of cell i at time t is denoted
by xt,i . The starting configuration is ...000111..., or more precisely,
(
1, if i ≥ 0,
x0,i =
0, if i < 0.
The update rule is given by a number n and a Boolean function f taking n
bits of input. The states are updated according to
xt+1,i = f (xt,i−n+1 , xt,i−n+2 , . . . , xt,i ).
In other words xt+1,i depends on xt,i and the n − 1 cells immediately to the
left of xt,i . Moreover, for technical reasons, we require that f (0, . . . , 0) = 0,
which implies that xt,i = 0 whenever i < 0.
We denote the cellular automaton corresponding to f by CA(f ).

Example
We demonstrate by taking n = 2 and letting the Boolean function be
f (x, y) = x ⊕ y,
in other words, f (x, y) is equal to 0 if x = y and 1 if x 6= y. CAs are usually
illustrated by drawing the tape from left to right, and for some reason it has
5

become customary to let time flow downwards. Here we break this convention
and draw time upwards. The 1’s are represented by red squares. There is no
need to include the positions xt,i for negative i, and therefore the leftmost
column represents xt,0 .
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Figure 3: The cellular automaton given by f (x, y) = x ⊕ y.
Here the pattern is Pascal’s triangle modulo 2, and although this pattern is non-periodic, it is still well understood. However, there are Boolean
functions that give rise to more difficult behavior. The following result is
well-known (see for example [W02, page 1111a,c]).
Lemma 2. There is no algorithm that takes input an n-ary Boolean function
f , and answers whether or not the string 101 ever occurs in CA(f ).
The reason that the lemma is true is essentially that a CA can emulate
a generic Turing machine without the substring 101 occurring in the computation. The CA can then be “programmed” to print the string 101 if the
emulated Turing machine halts, making the occurrence of 101 equivalent to
the halting problem [T36].
The argument works also if the string 101 is replaced by 00 or 11, but
101 is the simplest string that will do for our subsequent purposes.
As the similarities between Figures 1 and 3 indicate, we will construct a
game emulating a generic cellular automaton.
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Modular games

We now describe a class of (non-invariant) games that we call modular games.
We show that an arbitrary CA can be emulated by a modular game, and
that the 101-occurrence problem can be reduced to P-equivalence of modular
games.
A modular game G has only two heaps (which we call the tape- and the
time-heap because they correspond to the tape- and time-axes in Figure 3).
For some positive integer k, there are finite sets M0 , . . . , Mk−1 of integer
vectors that specify the available move options in G. In a given position
(a1 , a2 ), where a1 is the number of matches in the tape-heap and a2 is the
number of matches in the time-heap, the set of available moves is given by
Mi , where 0 ≤ i < k and
i ≡ a2

(mod k).

(1)

Moreover we require that the number of matches in the time-heap decreases
in every move and that the number of matches in the tape-heap does not
increase. That is if (m1 , m2 ) ∈ Mi then m1 ≤ 0 and m2 < 0 and there
is a move option from (a1 , a2 ) to (a1 + m1 , a2 + m2 ) provided a1 + m1 ≥
0, a2 + m2 ≥ 0 and (1) hold. We wish to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For each Boolean function f we can effectively construct two
modular games G and H that are P-equivalent if and only if the word 101
never occurs in CA(f ).
The first step is to construct a modular game that emulates CA(f ) for an
arbitrary Boolean function f .

3.1

The modular games and computation

The number of matches in the tape-heap will correspond in the obvious way
to a position on the tape. On the time axis we insert some space to allow for
the rules of the modular game to “compute” the Boolean function f .
For some k which will have to depend on f , the positions with kt matches
in the time-heap will correspond to the state of CA(f ) at time t. Hence the
positions where the number of matches in the time-heap is divisible by k will
encode the evolution of CA(f ).
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Let square brackets [·] denote 1 − max(·), so that
[xyz] = 1 − max(x, y, z),
etc, and by convention [ ] = 1. It is well-known that every Boolean function
can be expressed in terms of nested brackets. This is because the set consisting of & and ∼ (negation) is a complete set of connectives in propositional
logic. For instance, the function f (x, y) = x ⊕ y can be expressed as
x ⊕ y = [[xy][[x][y]]].
x y
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

[x] [y] [xy] [[x][y]]
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

f (x, y)
0
1
1
0

Table 1: The truth table of f (x, y) = x ⊕ y = [[xy][[x][y]]].
If we let P-positions correspond to the value 1 and N-positions (the nonP positions) to the value 0, then the value of a position can be recursively
computed by the bracket-function. If a position has moves to positions of
values x1 , . . . , xk , then its value is [x1 · · · xk ].
Therefore we can construct a game that computes the function f by
letting intermediate positions have values [x], [y], [xy] and [[x][y]]. Figure 4
illustrates how this is done for k = 5.
The construction in Figure 4 corresponds to
M0
M1
M2
M3
M4

=
=
=
=
=

{(0, −1), (0, −2)}
{(−1, −1)}
{(0, −2)}
{(0, −3), (−1, −3)}
{(0, −2), (0, −3)}

Figure 5 shows how this modular game emulates the cellular automaton
given by f (x, y) = x ⊕ y. Every fifth row corresponds to a row of Figure 3.
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[[xy][[x][y]]]
[[x][y]]
[xy]
[y]
[x]
x y

Figure 4: A modular game computing f (x, y) = x ⊕ y in five steps. The
arrows indicate move options. The value of each cell is the bracket of the
values of all its options.

3.2

The check for 101

The second step concerns the check for the word 101. Given a modular game
G, corresponding to a Boolean function f as illustrated in Figure 4, we can
construct a modified game where, inside the computation of f , we have built
in a check of whether or not the input to f ends with the substring 101.
The check takes place before the actual computation of f . First we introduce boxes b1 and b2 that invert the last position and the third position
from the end of the input (which is where we want to check if there are 1’s
in order to check if the input ends by 101). Then the box b3 that actually
checks for 101 is connected to the penultimate position in the input, and to
b1 and b2 . We denote this game by G 0 .
We also construct a “dummy” game G 00 that looks like G 0 but doesn’t
check for 101. In G 00 , the box b3 is instead connected only to b2 and to the
third box from the end of the input. Therefore the box b3 will always be
an N-position (a zero) in G 00 , while in G 0 it will be a P-position whenever
the input string ends by 101. Figures 6 and 7 depict the construction of the
games G 0 and G 00 .
Hence, the modular games G 0 and G 00 are P-equivalent if and only if the
string 101 never occurs in CA(f ). This proves Lemma 3.
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Time

Tape

Figure 5: A modular game emulating f (x, y) = x ⊕ y. Here the P-positions
with fewer than 50 matches in each heap are represented by filled squares.
Rows corresponding to a2 ≡ 0 (mod 5) are highlighted by drawing the Ppositions in red (dark).

4

Emulating a modular game by an invariant
game

The following lemma, which we prove in this section, provides the remaining
link to Theorem 1.
Lemma 4. For two modular games G and H, we can effectively construct
invariant games M and M0 that are P-equivalent if and only if G and H are
P-equivalent.
We introduce a gadget that allows us to emulate a modular game by an
invariant game. The resulting invariant game has a time-heap and a tapeheap, and k more heaps that we call the gadget, keeping track of the size of
the time-heap modulo k. The gadget consists of k heaps where the positions
that we are primarily interested in are those where one of the heaps contains a
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f
..
.
b3
b2 = [x]
b1 = [z]
... x y z

..
.
1
0
0
... 1 0 1

Figure 6: A modular game G 0 with input xyz computing a function f in a
few steps. (We have omitted the moves that actually compute f and any
remaining variables.) The first two boxes b1 and b2 invert x and z. The third
box b3 is a 1 (=P-position) if and only if xyz = 101.
f
..
.
b3 = 0
b2 = [x]
b1 = [z]
... x y z

..
.
0
0
0
... 1 0 1

Figure 7: A modular game G 00 whose output function f is identical to that
of G 0 . The only difference is that G 00 does not check for the pattern 101. The
box b3 contains a 0 independently of the input xyz to f .
match and the remaining k − 1 heaps are empty (we return to what happens
if this is not the case). The moves are designed so that the match in the
gadget follows the time-heap modulo k. The heaps of the gadget may be
numbered 0, . . . , k − 1, and for each of the move sets Mi of the modular
game, we introduce corresponding moves in the invariant game where the
ith heap of the gadget is emptied, the tape- and time-heaps are affected as
given by some move in Mi , and a match is added to the heap of the gadget
corresponding to the new modulus of the time-heap.
There is a small technicality to address here. In order for the construction
to work, we must require that each move in the modular game changes the
congruence class of the number of matches in the time-heap. But this con11

straint is taken care of by replacing k by a multiple of k which is larger than
the number of matches removed from the time-heap in any of the moves (a
k-modular game can be described as an lk-modular game for every positive
integer l).
Clearly there is a subset of positions of the invariant game that emulate
the modular game, namely those where (i) there is exactly one match in the
gadget, and (ii) this match is in the heap corresponding to the number of
matches in the time-heap modulo k.

4.1

Reducing pattern-occurrence to P-equivalence

In order to conclude that the question of P-equivalence of invariant games
is algorithmically undecidable, we wish to reduce the pattern occurrence
problem of a generic CA to P-equivalence. We did this for modular games
in Section 3. It remains to check that the result actually carries over to
invariant games through the gadget-trick.
4.1.1

If the gadget is out of phase

In case a single match in the gadget is out of phase with the congruence
class of the time-heap, there is a first row 0 < i < k which corresponds to a
finished computation as in Figure 4. The gadget treats this row as if it were
congruent to 0 modulo k (that is permitting moves as defined by M0 ). But,
since i − k < 0, by the convention [ ] = 1, f (x1 , . . . , xn ) is defined uniquely
by its empty input producing an output which is independent of the position
of the tape-heap. Hence, the information in row i must be constant. If it is
constant 0 (N-positions), then the following pattern will be periodic, since the
computation now restarts as if it had started on a tape of only zeros. If on the
other hand it is constant 1 (P-positions), then the behavior from row i and
onwards will be the same as if the gadget was in phase, since the computation
now starts from a row identical to that of the starting configuration of the
CA, that is · · · 000111 · · · .
4.1.2

If the gadget contains more than one match

What happens in positions where the gadget contains more than one match?
Say that there is a match in heap i of the gadget and another in heap j 6= i.
Then a legal move in the time-heap can be obtained from either Mi or Mj
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independent of its number of matches, so that the rules of the invariant game
will not encode the evolution of CA(f ) as prescribed by the modular games
in Section 3. Hence we would like to make positions with more than one
match in the gadget trivial. We therefore choose some large number N , and
allow any move that transfers two matches in the gadget to two other heaps,
and removes any number smaller than N from the two main heaps. Since
the number of matches in the gadget will never change, this will give a trivial
periodic pattern of P-positions in the main heaps.
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Conclusion and questions

In conclusion, a sub-class of all invariant games emulate the modular games,
for which, by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, it is undecidable whether or not two
games are P -equivalent. Altogether, this proves Lemma 4 and hence also
Theorem 1. As a consequence of our approach it is also algorithmically
undecidable whether a given finite pattern occurs in the set of P-positions of
an invariant game.
How many heaps are required for undecidability? (Strictly speaking we
didn’t prove that any finite number of heaps leads to undecidability). We
guess that three heaps suffice, and perhaps even two since it is easy to generate complicated patterns of P-positions as in Figure 2 with small finite sets
of moves.
Do we need to be able to add matches to heaps in order to achieve undecidability?
If there are no restrictions on moves, so that the total number of matches
may increase, is the outcome (P, N or draw) of a specific position decidable?
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